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About This Game

The Doctor is In!

Dr. Daisy has just graduated from veterinary school and needs to complete 5 rotations to finish her residency. Help her diagnose
and heal needy animals in this madcap dash classic. From the local veterinary clinic to a sea park all the way to a big city zoo,
Daisy needs to keep her ailing friends happy and healthy. Upgrades are available at each location to showcase your style and

speed-up your play. Grab your stethoscope and let's get healin'!

Keep Dr. Daisy light on her feet as she completes 50 fun, fast paced levels.
Heal your special friends at 5 locations including Pet Clinic, Farm, Bird Sanctuary, Sea Park, and Zoo.
Diagnose 30 animals with unique and humorous maladies including chickens with chicken pox, bald eagles with pattern
feather loss, lactose intolerant cows, and flamingos with pink eye.
Tons of diagnostic devices, medical equipment, clinic contraptions, and crazy cures.
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This game can be compared with The Stanley Parable. Walk around and do what is asked of you... or don't.

As to the gameplay, Payroll is most definitely inferior. Less options, less of a game overall to play.

Graphically while The Stanley Parable is more impressive, Payroll has a fun style that I haven't seen in a while.

As to the achievements, Payroll wins without a doubt. There aren't any \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t
achievements, like "Play 24h on a Tuesday" and "Have an erection during the baby minigame". Getting the achievements in
Payroll made the game way more fun and it also made my try and figure out what I can even do in the game.

Plus, it's way cheaper than The Stanley Parable.. If you enjoy hidden object games, the Midnight Mysteries series are the best
you'll find on Steam. No, they're not as good as the Mystery Case Files series but they're damn good in their own right. Each
game have interesting historically based stories with hidden object goodness, mini games and bonus levels. There are even
Steam Achievements. I also recommend Sherlock Homes: Hound of the Baskervilles and Season of Mystery: The Cherry
Blossom Murders if you're looking for HOG games with Achievements.. Another lovely game :D. Great expansion! For pure
single player, you can navigate a campaign on Io, one of Jupiter's Moons, with its harsh environment and uniquely different
resource dynamics than Mars (plus Space Elevators!). There's also a competitive single-player mode, the Infinite Map
Challenge, which provides an unlimited amount of progressive challenges, with a leaderboard both for the most number of maps
completed and for the fastest win on each individual map. Basically, the Infinite Map Challenge lets you compete with other
players, but do so at a more relaxed pace than in multiplayer.

For multiplayer, if you own Jupiter's Forge, you can create lobby games on Io, and friends without the expansion can join you
and play. Also, owning Jupiter's Forge will allow you to practice the awesome new HQs--the Nomads and the Elites--in
skirmishes so that you are prepared to utilize them on the multiplayer ladder.
. Don't Bother, game play is minimal mainly as what is laughingly called a tutorial gives little to no instruction on what it is
you're supposed to be doing, on the subject of the "tutorial" it is really badly translated and lacking any helpful content.

Your buildings visually degrade very quickly (like before to end of day 1) and you are given no way to fix them. I also didn't
come up with a way of making more cash (at least in the time before I gave up on the game as a bad idea.

The UI is also less than intuitive. I'm just glad I only paid 12p for it from humble bundle. Dungeon Keeper the roguelike sounds
great but the necessary complexity just isn't there. The base building part is a really stripped-down Dwarf Fortress. Buildings
you're really gonna need are: training posts, fancier training posts, even fancier training posts; libraries, fancier libraries, and
even fancier libraries beds, other beds, and yet another beds. Two of three bed types also can be regular, fancy and even fancier.
Also four or five types of workshop, which at least don't have fanciness levels, and assorted chests and torches. Traps are
somewhat fun, but it's not really a tower defense game. The going-to-war part is a barebones roguelike. Your regular bump
combat, with bows, consumables and spells thrown in. Party-based raids are not bad, but they're not that good either.

Basically, if it's not the first game in your life, you've already seen every mechanic that keeperRL can offer. And chances are,
you've seen it in a better game. Rimworld or DF for base builiding; Caves of Qud, Cogmind or DCSS for roguelike exploration
and combat.
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I love playing this with my 4 and 6 year old. This game is great!. good game value.i like the bowling best, all the games are
simple to start and play.there is something for everyone,. This game was very cool! I like the diversity of the levels and their
accompaning music which makes a very cool atmosphere. The game is quite hard a gives the player a true challange!. This
soundtrack wouldn't be out of place in an epic action flick.. Thoroughly excellent! Deep engaging story-telling and genuine
choices with real impact. There are many ways this story can go.. Do you like mazes? Feeling lost? No!? Well too bad!!
I found myself constantly lost, the map system doesn't help at all because it doesn't give you an actual usable map.
I was constantly replacing batteries because the game is so dark and they run out very quickly.

This game is just corridors with more doors stabbing at your poor sore brain.
Play if you want to go mad.

ps~ I played this with my own quick Antimicro config and an xbox one controller but also with "Excision - Virus LP" playing in
iTunes. This makes the game much more playable to me. Oh yeah, there is also no sound menu in-game. I cranked up iTunes
and dealt with it.. Very boring, very glitchy, and very short.

It's like The Forest except on an island, and not fun.. thiz game iz good, plizzz come inside, but you do not needz zeapons, the
zombiez do not wanna hurt you, if you do not bringz zeapons zombiez not attack, I promiz, zombiez hate deliciouz brainz.
XXOO: Human
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